
Reduce processing and 
review expense, and 
acheive greater control 
over e-discovery.
LAW PreDiscovery™ software combines 
production-level imaging and electronic 
discovery processing in one powerful,  
easy-to-use application. It provides firms  
with greater control and clarity during 
discovery by offering an internal solution  
to quickly assess and manage the amount  
of discovery in a case.

LAW PreDiscovery™ Imaging and Electronic Discovery Software

Cut huge document sets down to  
size prior to costly review
Using proprietary pre-culling and de-duplicating technology, 
this powerful software enables you to control costs by 
reducing the amount of data that needs to be processed.  
Your team can begin its review much sooner with fewer files.

On average, LAW PreDiscovery actually pays for itself within the 
first two months of use by eliminating unnecessary processing 
costs and reducing review time.

Plus, LAW PreDiscovery supports more than 100 scanners, 
over 2,000 file types for identification and extraction, and 
more than 200 for printing. Law firms benefit from a full 
range of time- and effort-saving collection and processing 
capabilities.

•	 Load electronic documents and mailstores,  
scan paper documents, and import TIFF images  
and load files.

•	 Extract text and metadata for seamless review  
in Concordance® litigation management software  
or other database applications. 

•	  Process e-documents, mailstores, file lists and  
Microsoft® Outlook® folders simultaneously. 

•	  Perform de-duplication and culling to process  
and review only responsive data. 

•	  Use enhanced filtering capabilities for faster,  
more effective searching and culling.
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Litigation teams request LAW 
PreDiscovery because they can use it to: 
•	  Process both paper documents and electronic  

files quickly

•	 Extract text, metadata, e-mails and attachments

•	  Filter by file type, search full text, index and code

•	 Convert files to TIFF/PDF or print to paper

•	  Perform batch processes such as Bates numbering, 
endorsing, OCR, printing and TIFF/PDF conversion

•	  Export native files, images, coded data and OCR text 
 to the desired litigation support application

•	  Administer and monitor all workstations from  
a single computer console

Achieve a greater return on your 
technology investment and lower cost 
of ownership
Find out how LAW PreDiscovery software’s unique 
subscription-based pricing can also help save you 
considerable cost over “click-based” services. Ask a 
LexisNexis® Discovery Services Specialist to run the 
numbers for you using your current costs and volume.

Processing e-discovery in house gives 
your legal team greater control and cost 
savings that can really make a difference.

Accomplish even more with the latest  
version of LAW PreDiscovery
 External Deduplication—Deduplicate data across  
multiple cases simultaneously.

Optimized Scan Toolbar—Save scan profiles to speed up 
scanning of mixed document types.

Enhanced PDF Support—View text-based PDFs in the 
image viewer. You can also convert single documents to 
PDF, batch-convert native files to PDF and perform optical 
character recognition (OCR) directly on Microsoft® Word 
documents.

More comprehensive importing—Now you can use the ED 
Loader to extract individual files from archives and process 
embedded mail stores (.pst files) during the import process.

Full EDRM/XML compliance means even  
more ease and efficiency
With the adoption of the EDRM/XML standard,  
LAW PreDiscovery transfers electronically stored  
information to and from supported sources and  
applications with greater ease, speed and reliability.

•	  Transfer data faster—with less effort and at lower costs. 

•	  Reduce the risk of costly errors during data movement. 

•	  Ensure seamless transfers across systems  
and products.

Attorneys request LAW PreDiscovery  
because they can:
•	 Go from CD/DVD to review in minutes

•	 Review files natively or convert to TIFF/PDF

•	 Cull duplicate and non-responsive files

•	  Export directly to Concordance software and  
other leading document review platforms

Try LAW PreDiscovery FREE 
Download a free demo of LAW PreDiscovery software at:  

www.lexisnexis.com/lawprediscovery  
Or call us at: 800.722.3288

Processing e-discovery in house gives your legal team greater control, 
and cost savings that can really make a difference.


